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Consumers in the online shopping environment have had difficulties in selecting an optimal supplier.
This is caused by the fact that current comparison shopping services have limitations in considering sup-
plier’s various pricing strategies. Current Comparison Shopping Model (CSM) including these limitations
may enable online consumers to select a non-optimal supplier. To overcome these problems, we pro-
posed a Comparison Shopping Optimization Model based on Suppliers’ Pricing Contexts (CSOM-SPC), which
gives online consumers effective price-sorted suppliers. Through illustrative experimentation and paired
t-test, we show that CSOM-SPC provides more realistic and effective comparison prices compared with
current CSM.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction into account price discount effect from various pricing promotion
As the years go by, market of online shopping malls also grows.
It is also no exception in Korea. We can see such phenomena
through the increases of online sales amount and number of online
shopping malls in Korea as shown in Fig. 1. These imply that the
competition among online shopping malls may be serious. The
competition becomes visible by various pricing strategies.

We can also see these trends through comparison shopping
sites. Competition leads to various pricing strategies. Most shop-
ping malls are introducing mileage or coupon as well as free deliv-
ery cost. As credit card becomes popular in B2C payment, credit
card discount is also becoming more common. For every year, cred-
it card is forming massive proportions of total sales amount, as
shown in Fig. 2, in Korea. In addition, credit card in December
2007 increased 1.2%p compared with same month of last year
while EFT decreased 0.6%p, e-Money decreased 0.1%p, and others
decreased 0.5%p. We can guess that the payment ratio by credit
card will grow larger.

Danawa (www.danawa.co.kr) is one of most popular compari-
son shopping sites in Korea. It provides sale price-sorted shopping
mall list with delivery cost and supplementary information includ-
ing mileage, credit card commission, and coupon. Fig. 3 depicts an
example of Samsung NT-Q1U/N101, a kind of UMPC (Ultra Mobile
Personal Computer).

Though comparison shopping sites have contributed to the
reduction of consumers’ search costs (Bakos, 1998), consumers
have still had difficulties in selecting an optimal supplier from
them. As you see in Fig. 3, comparison shopping sites don’t take
ll rights reserved.
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of online shopping malls. It means that there may be a gap be-
tween the comparison price by current Comparison Shopping Model
(CSM) and the price that consumers have to pay after visiting on-
line shopping mall. It depicts that it is more realistic to take into
account credit card installment commission as well as price dis-
counts compared with current online shopping malls’ promotion.
In addition, current comparison shopping systems don’t assist mul-
ti-item and quantity-based comparison shopping. Many product
items are associated with other items. Association rules among
product items are representative evidence. Multi-item and quan-
tity affect price discount because most suppliers promote sales
according to purchase amounts.

To overcome these problems, we proposed a Comparison Shop-
ping Optimization Model based on Suppliers’ Pricing Contexts
(CSOM-SPC) for Integrated Multi-Item Selection based on non-linear
integer programming, which gives online consumers an effective
price-sorted list. This study is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review literatures related to this work. In Section 3, we analyze
a context model for comparison and propose a model CSOM-SPC
taking into account consumer’s requirements and online shopping
malls’ pricing contexts. In Section 4, we show the availability of our
study through performance evaluation including hypothesis analy-
sis. Finally, we conclude this paper, suggesting its contributions
with limitations.
2. Literature review

In the early stage of electronic commerce, the agent systems
such as Bargain Finder and Jango (Maes, Guttman, & Moukas,
1999) provided consumers with price-sorted information
extracted from web documents. In the existing online shopping
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Fig. 1. Sales amount and number of online shopping malls by year in Korea (Source:
Korea National Statistical Office, 2008).

Fig. 2. Payment types of online consumers (Source: Korea National Statistical
Office, 2008).
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environment, comparison shopping systems such as Mysimon
(www.mysimon.com) and Danawa (www.danawa.co.kr) etc. hold
price information of a great many suppliers. However, these sys-
tems don’t take into account price discount effect from various
pricing promotion of online shopping malls and multi-item selec-
tion, and have limitations in satisfying online consumers’ compar-
ison requirements.
Fig. 3. Comparison prices by current compar
The previous research, two-stage processes were studied to
reach the decision where the depth of information processing var-
ies by stage (Payne, 1982; Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988). The
multi-criteria decision aid method ranks suppliers using a set of
performance criteria (Dulmin & Mininno, 2003). In the context of
multi-criteria decision making, consumers get solutions through
screening alternatives and comparing their important attributes,
which enables them to make a better purchase decision. Yuan
(2002) integrated consumer preferences using a personalized rank-
ing model.

In the B2B environment, on the other hand, there have been
studies on optimization models taking into account price discount
such as price break (Chaudhry, Forst, & Zydiak, 1993) and bundling
(Rosenthal, Zydiak, & Chaudhry, 1995). However, it has a difference
between B2B and B2C from the perspectives of price discount. In
general, B2B adopts price discount mechanism according to the
large purchase order. B2C, however, is basically small quantity of
purchase order, and suppliers promote sales with several means
such as coupon and mileage as well as discounts for delivery cost
or credit card. Hence, it is very meaningful to suggest a general
and integrated comparison shopping model taking into account
several discounts for B2C online consumers.

Ghodsypour and O’Brien (1998) proposed a method of integrat-
ing an analytical hierarchy process (Narasimhan, 1983) and linear
programming that finds the optimal supplier using the supplier
ratings by multi-criteria and the quantitative constraints. How-
ever, it is difficult to find relative weights among the comparison
factors and has limitations on finding an optimal solution that sat-
isfies a quantitative goal. To overcome these limitations, we sug-
gest a comparison shopping optimization model taking into
account consumer’s requirements and suppliers’ pricing contexts.

3. A price-discounted comparison shopping model

3.1. A pricing context model

In this part, we analyze suppliers’ pricing contexts for price-dis-
counted comparison shopping. A Consumer invokes Comparison
Requirements with Payment Installment Period and Demand
ison shopping site (www.danawa.co.kr).
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Quantities for Product Items. Each Online Shopping Mall promotes
sales of Comparison Items through comparison shopping. The Online
Shopping Mall has its own strategy for sales promotion with Mile-
age Rate and Minimum Price with VAT (value-added tax) for Free
Delivery Cost for all Comparison Items. Mileage can be changed into
money for next purchase and Delivery Cost is free for the money
over Minimum Price with VAT for Free Delivery Cost. We assume that
Delivery Cost is independent upon locations. In Korea it is uniform
all over the country.

The Comparison Items are compared with their own Discount
Rate of Discount Coupon and Merchandise Coupon besides Unit Price
with VAT. Discount Coupon makes Unit Price with VAT down, while
Merchandise Coupon is a coupon to buy other specific product items
and is sometimes given by some Comparison Items.

On the other hand, Credit Card Issuers have different Credit Card
Discounts and different Credit Card Installment Commissions by On-
line Shopping Mall. After payment amount is decided by Price with
VAT, Delivery Cost, and Discount Coupon, Credit Card Discount makes
it down. Credit Card Discount is dependent on Credit Card Discount
Rate, which is different from Credit Card Issuer and Online Shopping
Mall for Minimum Payment Amount for Credit Card Discount. Credit
Card Installment Commission is happened when a Consumer wants
Payment Installment Period over two months and it is dependent
on Installment Commission Rate, which is different from Credit Card
Issuer and Online Shopping Mall. However, most shopping malls
don’t charge Credit Card Installment Commissions when Customer’s
Payment Installment Period is below Maximum Installment Period
for Free Commission and over Minimum Payment Amount for Free
Commission.

Finally, Comparison Model for Comparison Requirements is finally
evaluated by Comparison Price, which is determined by several fac-
tors. These are Price with VAT, Delivery Cost, Discount Coupon, and
Merchandise Coupon caused by Comparison Items, Mileage caused
by Online Shopping Mall, Credit Card Discount and Credit Card Install-
ment Commission caused by Credit Card Issuer and Online Shopping
Mall. Fig. 4 depicts a context model describing these situations.
In comparison context factors composing the context model, ‘+’
factors contribute to increase Comparison Price while ‘�’ factors
contribute to decrease it as their values grow higher. The detail
mutual relations among comparison context factors will be treated
in next section.
Fig. 4. A pricing context model
3.2. A comparison shopping optimization model

We introduce a model CSOM-SPC with the goal of minimizing
Comparison Price taking into account Price with VAT, Delivery Cost,
Discount Coupon, Credit Card Discount, Credit Card Commission, Mer-
chandise Coupon, and Mileage. This comparison pricing mechanism
requires non-linear integer programming.

3.2.1. A base model for minimizing Price with VAT
The objective of comparison shopping is to find a minimum

Price with VAT. At the same time, it basically has to require the
restriction on the Demand Quantity for Product Items. The following
Eqs. (1.1)–(1.3) describe these requirements.

min Z ¼
X

i2I

X

j2J

PijXij; ð1:1Þ

subject to

X

j2J

Xij ¼ qi; i 2 I; ð1:2Þ

Xij P 0; integer; i 2 I; j 2 J: ð1:3Þ

Here, the notations are as follows.

i: index of Product Items, i 2 I ¼ f1;2; . . . ;NIgwhere NI

is the total number of Product Items that a Consumer
want to buy;

j: index of Suppliers, j 2 Jf1;2; . . . ;NJg where NJ is the
total number of Suppliers to be compared;

pij: Unit Price of Product Item i by Supplier j;
t: VAT rate, it is 10% of Unit Price in Korea;
Pij � ð1þ tÞpij: Unit Price with VAT of Product Item i by Supplier j;
qi: Demand Quantity for Product Item i by Consumer;

Xij: decision variable, quantity of Product Item i allo-
cated to Supplier j.

In the above formulation, Eq. (1.1) describes the objective func-
tion minimizing the Price with VAT. Constraint (1.2) means Demand
Quantity for each Product Item and constraint (1.3) means integer
conditions for decision variables.
for comparison shopping.



Fig. 5. Unit delivery cost and its discount.
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3.2.2. Model components for Delivery Cost
Although Delivery Cost basically increases Comparison Price,

most shopping malls promote their sales with delivery cost-free
when Price with VAT is equal to or greater than some critical price.
Fig. 5 depicts this situation. It has the shape y ¼ af1� hðx� aminÞg.
Here, step function hðxÞ means that it is equal to 1 if x is greater
than or equal to 0, otherwise 0 and amin is a critical price that makes
a value by h function one.

This requires that Eq. (2.1) is combined with the objective func-
tion of base model (1.1) and Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are added into the
base model constraints.
X

i2I

X

j2J

dijZ1jXij; ð2:1Þ

if
X

i2I

PijXij P amin;j then Z1j ¼ 0; else Z1j ¼ 1; j 2 J; ð2:2Þ

Z1j ¼ 0 or 1; j 2 J: ð2:3Þ

Here, the notations for Eqs. (2.1)–(2.3) are as follows.

dij: Unit Delivery Cost for Product Item i of Supplier j;
amin;j: Minimum Price with VAT for Free Delivery Cost of Supplier j;

Z1j: binary variables for free delivery cost of Supplier j.

Eq. (2.1) describes a term of Delivery Cost. It is determined by
quantity Xij of Product Item i allocated to Supplier j. Constraint
(2.2) shows that Delivery Cost is free if the Price with VAT is equal
to or more than a Minimum Price with VAT for Free Delivery Cost
amin;j for each Supplier. Constraint (2.3) means binary variables.

3.2.3. Model components for Discount Coupon
A Discount Coupon can be given in various pattern. Fig. 6 de-

picts two representative types. Fig. 6(a) shows that Discount Cou-
pon is different from Product Item for each Supplier and Fig. 6(b)
means that it is step functional linear relationship to Price with
VAT.

This requires that Eq. (3) is combined with the objective func-
tion of base model (1.1).

�
X

i2I

X

j2J

mijPijXij: ð3Þ
Fig. 6. Discount coupon.
Here, a new notation for Eq. (3) is as follows.

mij: Discount Rate of Discount Coupon by Supplier j for Product
Item i.

Eq. (3) describes the discount amount by Discount Coupon that
can be used to discount Price with VAT. On the other hand,
Fig. 6(b) depicts that the discount amount of Discount Coupon in-
creases whenever discount level l between bj;l�1 and bjl increases.
Here, bjl means a Price with VAT at which a discount break of dis-
count level l by Supplier j. This requires that Eq. (4.1) instead of
(3) is combined with the objective function of base model (1.1),
and Eqs. (4.2)–(4.4) are added into the base model constraints.
These components are by vendor selection model with price breaks
(Chaudhry et al., 1993).

�
X

j2J

X

l2L

cD;jlY jl; ð4:1Þ

if bj;l�1 6
X

j2I

PijXij 6 b�jl then Yjl ¼ 1; j 2 J; l 2 L; ð4:2Þ
X

l2L

Yjl 6 1; j 2 J; ð4:3Þ

Yjl ¼ 0 or 1; j 2 J; l 2 L: ð4:4Þ

Here, the notations for these equations are as follows.

l: discount level l 2 L ¼ f1;2; . . . ;Nlg where Nl is the total
number of discount levels;

cD;jl: discount amount of Discount Coupon at discount level l by
Supplier j;

bjl: Price with VAT at which a discount break of discount level l
by Supplier j occurs, bj0 ¼ 0;

b�jl: Price with VAT slightly less than bjl;
Yjl: binary variables for discount at Price with VAT break level l

by Supplier j.

Eq. (4.1) and the related constraints (4.2)–(4.4) describes the
Discount Coupon, which is dependent on Price with VAT.

3.2.4. Model components for Credit Card Discount
The Credit Card Discount makes payment amount of consumer

reduced. Credit Card Discount Rate follows a step functional rela-
tionship to payment amount as shown in Fig. 7. It depicts that
Credit Card Discount Rate is free if payment amount is above critical
value bmin.

We define a notation for the payment amount for Supplier j as Uj

as follows.

Uj �
X

i2I

PijXij þ
X

i2I

dijZ1jXij �
X

i2I

mijPijXij: ð5Þ

This requires that Eq. (6.1) is combined with the objective function
of base model (1.1) and Eqs. (6.2)–(6.6) are added into the base
model constraints.
Fig. 7. Credit card discount rate.
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�
X

j2J

X

h2H

fjhUjZ2jhZ4jh; ð6:1Þ

if Uj P bmin;jh then Z2jh ¼ 1; else Z2jh ¼ 0; j 2 J; h 2 H; ð6:2Þ

If
X

i2I

Xij P 1 then
X

h2H

Z2jh ¼ 1 else
X

h2H

Z2jh ¼ 0; j 2 J; ð6:3Þ

Z2jh ¼ 0 or 1; j 2 J; h 2 H; ð6:4Þ

Z4jh ¼ 0 or 1; j 2 J; h 2 H; ð6:5Þ

Z4;j;h½j� ¼ 0; j 2 J; h½j� R H: ð6:6Þ

Here, the notations for Eqs. (5) and (6.2)–(6.6) are as follows.

h: index of Credit Card Issuers, h 2 H ¼ f1;2; . . . ;NHg where NH

is the total number of Credit Card Issuers;
fjh: Credit Card Discount Rate of Supplier j for Credit Card Issuer h;
bmin;jh:Minimum Payment Amount for Credit Card Discount of Supplier
j for Credit Card Issuer h;

Z2jh: binary variables for Credit Card Discount of Supplier j for
Credit Card Issuer h;

Z4jh: binary variables for credit card selection of Supplier j for
Credit Card Issuer h.

Eq. (6.1) describes total Credit Card Discount. Constraint (6.2)
means that Credit Card Discount is given if payment amount is more
than or equal to Minimum Payment Amount for Credit Card Discount
for each supplier. Constraint (6.3) means that it has to be paid by
only one credit card. Constraints (6.4) and (6.5) means binary vari-
ables. Especially, Eq. (6.6) is the constraint for the credit cards irrel-
evant to suppliers.

3.2.5. Model components for Credit Card Installment Commission
If a consumer pays in installments with credit card, Credit Card

Installment Commission is added to payment amount including
Credit Card Discount. Fig. 8 depicts credit card fee that the
Fig. 8. Credit card fee with installment commission.

Table 1
Pricing and discounts of online shopping malls (Unit: Won).

Comparison context factors Online shopping m

Gmarket

Unit Delivery Cost ðdij for all i) 2,500

Minimum Price with VAT for Free Delivery Cost(Won) ðamin;jÞ 100,000

Credit Card Discount ðfjh; bmin;jhÞ –

Free Credit Card Installment Commission Rate ðMmax;jh; gmin;jhÞ KB (3%,50,000)
SH (3%,50,000)

Mileage Rate ðljÞ –
consumer has to pay every month. It is composed of monthly pay-
ment amount and Credit Card Installment Commission. Monthly
payment amount is equal while monthly Credit Card Installment
Commission varies every month.

The Credit Card Installment Commission according to the install-
ment period is as follows.
If installment period = 1,
Credit Card Installment Commission = 0.

If installment period P 2 then
Credit Card Installment Commission = balance of payments
deficit � commission rate per month
Here, installment period = 1 means that it is not installment.
Credit Card Installment Commission for kth month by Supplier j can
be formulated as Eq. (7). On the other hand, Eq. (8) means the total
Credit Card Installment Commission from 1st month to NK th month.

ðUj � fjhUjZ2jhÞðNK � kþ 1Þ=NK
� �

gh; ð7Þ
X

j2J

X

k2K

X

h2H

ðUj � fjhUjZ2jhÞðNK � kþ 1Þ=NK
� �

ghZ3jh; ð8Þ
k: index for payment months, k 2 K ¼ f1;2; . . . ;NKg where NK
is the Payment Installment Period that a Consumer want to
pay when he/she buy;

gh: Credit Card Installment Commission Rate per month of a Credit
Card Issuer h.

Z3jh: binary variables for Credit Card Installment Commission-free
for Supplier j and Credit Card Issuer h.

By the way, most Credit Card Issuers promote their card usage
with free commission when payment amount is equal to or greater
than critical payment amount. The sum of ðNK � kþ 1Þ=NK from
k = 2 to k ¼ NK is equal to NK þ 1� ðNK þ 1Þ=2. Eq. (9.1) is the same
to Eq. (8) and it is combined with the objective function of base
model (1.1), and Eqs. (9.2) and (9.3) added into the base model
constraints reflect the promotion.

NK þ 1� ðNK þ 1Þ=2f g
X

j2J

X

h2H

ghðUj � fjhUjZ2jhÞZ3jhZ4jh; ð9:1Þ

If ðNK ¼ 1Þ or ðUj � fjUjZ2jh P gmin;jh and 2 6 NK 6 Mmax;jhÞ
then Z3jh ¼ 0; else Z3jh ¼ 1; j 2 J; h 2 H; ð9:2Þ

Z3jh ¼ 0 or 1; j 2 J; h 2 H: ð9:3Þ

Here, the notations for Eqs. (9.1)–(9.3) are as follows.
Mmax;jh: Maximum Installment Period for Free Commission for Supplier
j and Credit Card Issuer h;
gmin;jh: Minimum Payment Amount for Free Commission for Supplier j
and Credit Card Issuer h;
alls

ST Auction GS eshop Hmall

2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500

100,000 100,000 50,000 100,000

– – – HD (5%,0)

HD (3%,50,000) KB (3%,50,000) KB (3%,50,000) HD (3%,0)
SS (3%,50,000) SH (3%,50,000) SH (8%,50,000) KB (3%,50,000)

– – 3% –
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Eq. (9.1) describes total Credit Card Installment Commission. Con-
straint (9.2) means that Credit Card Installment Commission is free if
the installment period is less than or equal to Maximum Installment
Period for Free Commission Mmax;jh and payment amount is more
than or equal to Minimum Payment Amount for Free Commission
gmin;jh. Constraint (9.3) means binary variables.

3.2.6. Model components for Merchandise Coupon
Merchandise Coupon may be given according to some Product

Items. This requires that Eq. (10) is combined with the objective
function of base model (1.1).

�
X

i2I

X

j2J

cM;ijXij: ð10Þ

Here, the notation for Eq. (10) is as follows.

cM;ij: Merchandise Coupon for Supplier j and Product Item i.
3.2.7. Model components for Mileage
Mileage Rate is dependent on Supplier and it is uniform, as a typ-

ical example, irrespective of Product Items. Mileage plays a role to
decrease Price with VAT. This requires that Eq. (11) is combined
with the objective function of base model (1.1).

�
X

i2I

X

j2J

ljPijXij: ð11Þ
Table 2
Pricing and discounts of online shopping malls for VLUU i8 ðqVLUUi8 ¼ 1; NK ¼ 3Þ (Unit: W

Comparison context factors Online shopping malls

Gmarket ST

Unit Price with VAT ðPijÞ 274,000 274,900
Unit Delivery Cost ðdij for all i) 2,500 2,500
Delivery Cost ðdijÞ 0 0
Discount Coupon ðmijÞ (5%) 13,700 (5%) 13,745
Credit Card Discount ðfjhÞ – –
Credit Card Commission 0 0
Merchandise Coupon ðcM;ijÞ 10,000 –
Mileage ðljÞ – –

Comparison Price by CSOM-SPC 250,300 261,155
Comparison Price by CSM 260,300* (including

discount coupon)
261,155 (incl
discount cou

Comparison difference �10,000 0

* means a minimum value among five shopping malls in each row.

Table 3
Pricing and discounts of online shopping malls for TMK-3448 ðqTMK�3448 ¼ 1; NK ¼ 3Þ (Uni

Comparison context factors Online shopping malls

Gmarket ST

Unit Price with VAT ðPijÞ 51,000 53,000
Unit Delivery Cost(Won) ðdij for all i) 2,500 2,500
Delivery Cost ðdijÞ 2,500 2,500
Discount Coupon ðmijÞ 510(1%) 2,120(4%)
Credit Card Discount ðfjhÞ – –
Credit Card Commission 0 0
Merchandise Coupon ðcM;ijÞ – –
Mileage ðljÞ – –

Comparison Price by CSOM-SPC 52,990 53,380
Comparison Price by CSM 50,490 (including

discount coupon)
50,880 (in
discount

Comparison difference +2,500 +2,500

* means a minimum value among five shopping malls in each row.
Here, a new notation for Eq. (11) is as follows.

lj: Mileage Rate of Supplier j.

Eq. (11) describes the price discount by Mileage that can be used as
money for next purchase.
4. Performance evaluation

4.1. Sample data collection and experimental environments

We assume that a consumer tries to compare Comparison Prices
for two Product Items at comparison shopping site Danawa
(www.danawa.co.kr): digital camera VLUU i8 made by Samsung
TechOne and tripod TMK-3448 made by AP. Danawa provides Com-
parison Prices of many online shopping malls for the Product Items.
Here we collect sample data for five Online Shopping Malls from
Danawa: Gmarket (www.gmarket.co.kr), ST (www.11st.co.kr),
Auction (www.auction.co.kr), GS eshop (www.gseshop.co.kr), and
Hmall (www.hamall.co.kr). Although there are many Credit Card
Issuers, we selected four Credit Card Issuers: Hyundai(HD), Kook-
min(KB), Shinhan(SH), Samaung(SS). Table 1 describes the strate-
gies for pricing and discounts related to the five online shopping
malls.

Tables 2 and 3 depict pricing and discounts of Online Shopping
Malls for the Product Items. VAT in Korea is 10% and most online
on).

Auction GS eshop Hmall

271,600 268,800 276,000
2,500 2,500 2,500
0 0 0
(3%) 8,148 (3%) 8,064 (7%) 19,320
– – HD (12,834)
0 0 0
– – –
– 8064 –

263,452 252,672 243,846*

uding
pon)

263,452 (including
discount coupon)

268,800 276,000

0 �16128 �32154

t: Won).

Auction GS eshop Hmall

51,000 63,000 58,000
2,500 2,500 2,500
2,500 0 2,500
2,448(4.8%) – 5,800(10%)
– – HD (2,610)
0 0 0
– – –
– 1,890 –

51,052* 61,110 51,965
cluding

coupon)
48,552* (including
discount coupon)

63,000 58,000

+2,500 �1,890 �6,035

http://www.danawa.co.kr
http://www.gmarket.co.kr
http://www.11st.co.kr
http://www.auction.co.kr
http://www.gseshop.co.kr
http://www.hamall.co.kr
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shopping malls in B2C include the VAT in product prices. Credit
Card Installment Commission Rate per year is different from each
Credit Card Issuer. It also depends on customer’s credit level and
installment period, and it usually ranges between 10% and 15% in
Korea. It is not easy to reflect correct commission rate while cus-
tomers are purchasing products through online shopping malls be-
cause it depends on Credit Card Issues. Here, we assume all credit
cards have same Credit Card Installment Commission Rate per year,
12%. It means that Credit Card Installment Commission Rate per
month gh is 1%. The experiments are performed on a personal com-
puter with Pentium-4 1.0 GHz CPU, 1.24 G RAM and Windows XP
Professional, and we used LINGO version 11 as a problem solver.
4.2. Comparison with single-item selection

Figs. 9 and 10 depict Comparison Prices by CSM and CSOM-SPC
for Product Items VLUU i8 and TMK-3448 when NK ¼ 1 � 3 (Credit
Fig. 9. Comparison prices by CSM and CSOM-SPC for VLUU i8 ðNK ¼ 1 � 3Þ.

Table 4
Comparison prices for VLUU i8 (Unit: Won).

Models Online shopping malls

Gmarket ST Auct

CSM 260,300* 261,155 263,
CSOM-SPC NK 1 250,300 261,155 263,

2 250,300 261,155 263,
3 250,300 261,155 263,
4 256,808 267,684 270,
5 258,109 268,990 271,
6 259,411 270,295 272,
7 260,712 271,601 273,
8 262,014 272,907 275,
9 263,315 274,213 276,
10 264,617 275,519 277,

* means a minimum value among five shopping malls in each row.

Fig. 10. Comparison prices by CSM and CSOM-SPC for TMK-3448 ðNK ¼ 1 � 3Þ.
Card Installment Commission is zero for all Online Shopping Malls)
respectively. In case of Product Item VLUU i8, the Comparison Prices
by CSOM-SPC are all below than those by CSM and the comparison
price-sorted order by CSOM-SPC is different from that of CSM.
Although, by CSM, consumer gets comparison information that
the lowest Comparison Price for VLUU i8 is 260,300(Won) of Gmar-
ket, he can buy it at a lower price 243,846(Won) at Hmall by
CSOM-SPC. It means that current CSM doesn’t give consumers cor-
rect Comparison Prices.

In case of Product Item TMK-3448, on the other hand, the Com-
parison Prices by CSM are lower or higher compared with CSOM-
SPC. The lowest Comparison Price, by CSM, is 48,552(Won). How-
ever, by CSOM-SPC, we have to pay for it at a higher price
51,052(Won) in reality. It shows that wrong information may bring
forth wrong decision.

Table 4 and Fig. 11 show the variance of Comparison Prices for
VLUU i8 according to CSM and CSOM-SPC ðNK ¼ 1 � 10Þ by Online
Shopping Mall. As Payment Installment Period increases, Comparison
Price also increases. For all ranges of Payment Installment Period,
lowest Comparison Prices are different from CSM. By CSOM-SPC, it
can be a better alternative that we pay 243,846(Won) at Hmall.
In case of TMK-3448, as shown in Table 5 and Fig. 12, CSOM-SPC
also guides consumers to buy it at Auction as CMS.
4.3. Comparison with multi-item selection

There are two ways for multi-item selection. One is to select
Product Items individually. Individual Multi-Item Selection means
one by one comparison for Product Items and one by one selection
for Product Item with lowest price. Another, as Integrated Multi-Item
Comparison difference

ion GS eshop Hmall

452 268,800 276,000
452 252,672 243,846* 16,454
452 252,672 243,846* 16,454
452 252,672 243,846* 16,454
038 252,672 249,942* 10,358
356 252,672 251,161* 9,139
673 252,672 252,381* 7,919
990 252,672* 253,600 7,628
307 252,672* 254,819 7,628
625 265,709 256,038* 4,262
942 267,013 257,258* 3,042

Fig. 11. The variance of comparison prices by CSM and CSOM-SPC for VLUU i8
ðNK ¼ 1 � 10Þ.



Table 5
Comparison prices for TMK-3488 (Unit: Won).

Models Online shopping malls Comparison difference

Gmarket ST Auction GS eshop Hmall

CSM 50,490 50,880 48,552* 63,000 58,000
CSOM-SPC NK 1 52,990 53,380 51,052* 61,110 51,965 �2,500

2 52,990 53,380 51,052* 61,110 51,965 �2,500
3 52,990 53,380 51,052* 61,110 51,965 �2,500
4 54,315 54,715 52,328* 61,110 53,264 �3,776
5 54,580 54,981 52,584* 61,110 53,524 �4,032
6 54,845 55,248 52,839* 61,110 53,784 �4,287
7 55,110 55,515 53,094* 61,110 54,044 �4,542
8 55,375 55,782 53,349* 61,110 54,303 �4,797
9 55,640 56,049 53,065* 64,260 54,563 �4,513
10 55,904 56,316 53,860* 64,575 54,823 �5,308

* means a minimum value among five shopping malls in each row.

Fig. 12. The variance of comparison prices by CSM and CSOM-SPC for TMK-3488
ðNK ¼ 1 � 10Þ.
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Selection, is to select all Product Items simultaneously with a com-
parison. CSOM-SPC can support those two ways, while CSM can’t
support Integrated Multi-Item Selection, Table 6 and Fig. 13 depict
Comparison Prices for VLUU i8 and TMK-3448. For all NK with
CSOM-SPC, Comparison Prices by Integrated Multi-Item Selection
are below than those by Individual Multi-Item Selection.

To test the effectiveness of Integrated Multi-Item Selection, we
adopt paired t-test with the null hypothesis Ho : d ¼ lIND�
lINT P 0 and alternative hypothesis H1 : d < 0, where lIND is
302,794(Won), average of Comparison Prices by Individual Multi-
Item Selection for NK ¼ 1 � 10 and lINT is 301,590(Won), by Inte-
grated Multi-Item Selection. We assume each comparison difference
for NK is independent and it follows normal distribution. Since
T ¼ 7:29 > tð9;0:01Þ ¼ 2:821, we reject the null hypothesis. It
means that it is statistically significant at a level of 1% that Inte-
Table 6
Comparison prices for VLUU i8 and TMK-3448.

Models Individual Multi-Item Selection I

VLUU i8 TMK- 3448 Comparison price

ðWonÞðAÞ
V

CSM Gmarket (KB,SH) Auction (KB,SH) 294,898
CSOM-SPC NK 1 Hmall (HD) Auction (KB,SH) 294,898 H

2 Hmall (HD) Auction (KB,SH) 294,898 H
3 Hmall (HD) Auction (KB,SH) 294,898 H
4 Hmall (HD) Auction (KB,SH) 302,270 H
5 Hmall (HD) Auction (KB,SH) 303,745 H
6 Hmall (HD) Auction (KB,SH) 305,220 H
7 Auction (KB,SH) Auction (KB,SH) 305,766 H
8 Auction (KB,SH) Auction (KB,SH) 306,021* G
9 Hmall (HD) Auction (KB,SH) 309,103 H
10 Hmall (HD) Auction (KB,SH) 311,118 H

* means a minimum value among five shopping malls in each row.
grated Multi-Item Selection with CSOM-SPC gives consumers to
buy multi-items at a lower price compared with Individual Multi-
Item Selection.

Finally, we evaluated the problem solving time for the viability
of CSOM-SPC. The experiment result in Fig. 14 shows the execution
time according to the increase of the number of Comparison Items
from 1 to 10. It ranges about 50 s and its average time is 17.2 s.
For the problem solving in a short time, it needs more powerful
information systems.
5. Conclusion

We analyzed a context model for comparison shopping, pro-
posed a CSOM-SPC for Integrated Multi-Item Selection based on
non-linear integer programming, and showed that this study is via-
ble for comparison shopping application through performance
evaluation including hypothesis analysis.

Our CSOM-SPC provides online consumers with a greater num-
ber of more realistic optimal online shopping malls from the com-
parison price point of view compared with current CSM. In
addition, Integrated Multi-Item Selection is more effective than Indi-
vidual Multi-Item Selection. It means, that is, we can buy product
items at a lower price through Integrated Multi-Item Selection.

To calculate correct credit card installment commission accord-
ing to consumer confidence levels and payment installment peri-
ods, it needs more detail credit card installment commission
rates. It depends on the strategies between online shopping malls
and credit card issuers.

The opportunities of operations research applications are abun-
dant in the emerging digital economy (Geoffrion & Krishnan, 2001;
ntegrated Multi-Item Selection Comparison difference

ðWonÞ½ðAÞ�ðBÞ�LUU i8 TMK-3448 Comparison price

ðWonÞðBÞ

mall (HD) Hmall (HD) 293,436* �1,462
mall (HD) Hmall (HD) 293,436* �1,462
mall (HD) Hmall (HD) 293,436* �1,462
mall (HD) Hmall (HD) 300,772* �1,498
mall (HD) Hmall (HD) 302,239* �1,506
mall (HD) Hmall (HD) 303,706* �1,514
mall (HD) Hmall (HD) 305,173* �593
S eshop (SH) Auction (KB,SH) 306,021* 0
mall (HD) Hmall (HD) 308,108* �995
mall (HD) Hmall (HD) 309,575* �1,543



Fig. 13. The variance of comparison prices by CSM and CSOM-SPC for VLUU i8 and
TMK-3488 ðNK ¼ 1 � 10Þ.

Fig. 14. Problem solving time by the Integrated Multi-Item Selection with CSOM-SPC
for VLUU i8 and TMK-3488 ðNK ¼ 1 � 10Þ.
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Smith, Güunther, & Rao, 2001). Our study will be a good illustration
using an operations research model in the electronic market. In
real situation, however, execution time is very important. As num-
bers of product items and suppliers, it will take much execution
time. CSOM-SPC will give us an execution time of OðNINJÞ. It may
need other approaches using heuristic algorithms such as Genetic
Algorithm (Holland, 1975) that can be solved within the given
short time. Cloud computing technology may also be another
alternative.
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